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Texts: Isaiah 64:1-9; Psalm 80:1-7, 17-19; 1 Corinthians 1:3-9; and Mark 
13:24-37

As you well know, there are whole cottage industries devoted to keep-
ing us awake. Coffee shops and energy drinks are all based on the need to keep 
overworked, sleep-deprived people awake, alert, and producing. 

It’s no surprise that the popularity of tea and coffee spiked around the 
time of the Industrial Revolution when workers needed to be kept awake in 
order to keep up with tireless factory work that was moving at a faster pace. 
And it has accelerated today.

As a parent of three young children and soon to be a fourth, I am grate-
ful for coffee to keep me awake. It’s how I took up drinking coffee in the first 
place.

So for Jesus, being awake has to do with more than having our eye lids 
pealed open and our feet on the floor, although that’s not a bad start. 

Jesus’ admonition here to keep awake has to do with an attentiveness to 
what matters most in this season or any season of life.

This season of Advent is meant to open our spiritual attentiveness to the 
coming, it means the always-coming presence of God in our lives and in the life 
of the world.

Much of the early Christian church was unsure whether or not Jesus 
would be returning imminently or if Jesus’ words were meant for some other 
purpose.

So the teaching to keep awake for the coming of the Lord was heard by 
many persecuted disciples as perhaps a sign they would soon be rescued from 
their hard times.

Mark is written likely during the persecution of Christians by the Em-
peror Nero and around the civil unrest among Jews and the Roman occupiers 
in Jerusalem that ultimately resulted in the destruction of the temple. 

It must have felt like the end of the world for those early followers. 
Think of it:
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• The center of their worship and communal life is under siege and ul-
timately burned to the ground. 

• Divisions within Judaism are severe, not to mention clashes with 
Roman authorities

• Christians in Rome and around the empire are brutally targeted
With all of this, it must have felt like the end of the world to those early 

followers of Jesus.
Now most of the time we present-day Christian people in churches like 

this one do not think of ourselves as apocalyptic types. We consider other 
branches of our Christian family as the outliers on apocalyptic things — pro-
ducing crazy predictions and timelines and books that imagine the second 
coming of Jesus and the end of the world. Many of us like to think of ourselves 
as mainline folk who usually steer clear from that sort of talk…

Except that there are times in our lives, like those early Christians, when 
the world seems to be caving in around us. 

Ask people in Ferguson, Missouri, or Kabul, Afghanistan, or Damas-
cus, Syria, or your neighbor whether it feels like the end of the world. Or you 
yourself.

The signs Jesus describes are changes in the created order, the very cos-
mos, the things that are supposed to be stable aren’t. You know what it’s like to 
feel this way. 

Deaths in the family, loss of job, finances, community problems, children, 
grandchildren – in times like that, we’d be quite happy to have Jesus come 
back and turn it all around!

This chapter in Mark is often known as an apocalyptic discourse. It fits 
in with the apocalyptic literature of other parts of the Bible. The word apoca-
lypse literally means to uncover or reveal.

So, what is Jesus uncovering or revealing in our text today through 
Mark? 
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What is this strange text trying to reveal to us in this day and time, about 
the coming of Jesus? 

There was a television interviewer I read about who had a whole 90 sec-
onds to plumb the depths of some complicated social issue with two people 
representing opposing viewpoints, and finally at the end turns to one and says, 
“We’re just about out of time George, in the fifteen seconds we have left, just 
what is the future of Western civilization as you see it?”

This is a bit of what we are trying to do today, much less in a singular life 
time — figure out what it all means. But, I think our text tells us something on 
this. Absent a blue print, which the scriptures as a whole rarely provide, this 
one says – “Keep awake,” be ready, be aware, pay attention, Jesus is coming. 

Again, what sort of waking is Jesus speaking of here?
I think many of us, many of you, keep awake and moving literally to 

avoid other things. We don’t know we’re doing it most of the time. Many of us 
keep awake so that we can fill our lives with ever-more stuff and ever-more 
busyness. We stay awake to surf the Internet mindlessly, check our work e-
mail from home while with our families, or work a few extra hours because 
the house feels too lonely. 

We keep awake, keep moving, as much and as quickly as possible so we 
can get lost in the noise that masks our deep spiritual needs, our profound 
loneliness and our frustrations with who we are or with the state of our lives.

But the command of Jesus isn’t to keep awake and keep moving to avoid 
focusing on the real stuff. Rather it is to keep awake to be aware of that real 
stuff. To lean into and ask what is Jesus trying to uncover and reveal.

We would do well to ask this of worldly events also – what would God 
uncover or reveal in each one?  It isn’t that God is the causal agent of them but 
the constant teacher and Redeemer in each.

We are usually taught a deeper, greater awareness of what really mat-
ters, of who Jesus is and why it matters to us and to the world. We are taught 
to keep spiritually awake and attentive to the ways in which Jesus will come.
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One scholar notes that Mark’s congregation, in the aftermath of the 
destruction of the Temple, may have been facing three temptations. One was 
the temptation to follow false Messiahs (Mk 13:21-22). Yet another may have 
been the temptation to watch for grand, dramatic signs of Christ’s return (Mk 
13:24-27). And, while preoccupied with waiting for this drama, the temptation 
arose to be passive and inactive, un-invested in the present place and time.

It makes me wonder if we aren’t facing the same temptations as Mark’s 
community in the 21st century? 

What false Messiahs exist during this Advent? 
Maybe it’s that perfect gift that will save my marriage? 
Maybe that perfect Christmas vacation will save my family. 
Maybe that Christmas bonus will make every financial problem go away, 

maybe the perfect Christmas tree and perfect decorations will make us the en-
vied house in the neighborhood.

Or what about the temptation to wait passively for the joy of Christmas 
to come without really investing, really engaging worship, prayer, devotion, or 
giving to those in need.

So rather than worship the wrong Messiah, look for the wrong signs and 
stay awake for no good reason, we are really called to a greater awareness – of 
the here and now. Of the coming of Christ even now. 

I walked to church this week a few times from home and saw some 
beautiful sunrises where heaven and earth seemed to meet, and it made me 
realize that Christ was already coming in the clouds to meet us. There are 
signs all around us, friends, of Christ’s presence. Be awake, here and now.

Once asked what he would do if he believed the world would end tomor-
row, Martin Luther is said to have responded, “I would plant a tree today.” 

So what would you do if the world were to end tomorrow? 
You don’t need a bucket list of going to Paris or riding the rapids, al-

though I’m sure that’s great. What about the fig tree in front of you…bearing 
fruit… as a sign of the season?
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You can be alert to this now. Love the ones you have been given to love; 
finish the work you started; be reconciled to those who need you; be faithful to 
the people and tasks around you; give more than you planned on, serve some-
one in need. 

For in them you will see that Christ has come, Christ is coming, and 
Christ will come again. 

In the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


